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SfB Online to be a Teams Player  
October 2017, Dave Michels  

1. Overview 
1. Microsoft Ignite is Microsoft’s largest conference. It is aimed at its core enterprise IT customers. 

There were a tremendous number of announcements at Ignite 2017. This document focuses 

primarily on those related to Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business (SfB).  

2. Lori Wright and Bob Davis, Microsoft’s new collaboration leadership, made their first public 

appearances at Microsoft Ignite. Lori Wright is the new GM of SfB (SfB) and Teams. She was 

previously the CMO at Blue Jeans Network. Bob is the CVP for Skype Business Services and a 

founder of Office 365 (O365).  

3. The most significant announcement was that S4B Online, Microsoft’s UCaaS offer, will merge 

into Microsoft Teams over the next few years. Microsoft Teams was made generally available 

earlier this year and is delivered exclusively as an Office 365 subscription service. 

4. The plan for the UC/real-time will look like: 

a) Microsoft Teams (via Office 365) for hosted voice, conferencing, and team chat.  

b) SfB Server for premises-based UC with voice, video, and conferencing.  

c) A hybrid solution between SfB Server and Teams is planned.  

6. Satya Nadella shared Microsoft’s revised mission: To empower every person and every 

organization on the planet to achieve more. Central to this is AI, Azure, and Office 365. Office 

365 has four priorities: to unlock creativity, create dynamic teams, simplify, and build trust 

through security. The changes with SfB and Teams align tightly with this vision.  

7. Now we will find if SfB really is a Team player.  

2. Background on Teams 
1. Microsoft Teams provides Team Chat (workstream messaging, workstream collaboration, etc.) 

service. This is a rapidly growing, cloud-delivered approach to collaboration. Competitive 

services include Slack, Cisco Spark, HipChat, Glip, Team-One, and about 50 more. The loosely-

defined category is about five years old.  

2. Microsoft announced Teams late in 2016. It was made generally available in March of 2017 and 

included with all business O365 subscriptions.  

3. Microsoft claims more than 125k organizations are using Teams (after six months). No other 

adoption indicators were provided. However, as an Office 365 application, it is available in 25 

languages and 181 countries. O365 currently has 100 million monthly active users. 

4. Many Team Chat apps share common features such as persistent team messaging and strong 

APIs for content integration. Team Chat services often overlap with UC with presence, one-to-

one chat, and conferencing services (audio and video). When Microsoft launched Teams earlier 

this year, it was partially integrated with SfB Online for conferencing. 
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5. The category has been building momentum for several 

years, but it is difficult to define or evaluate ROI. Several 

major vendors are now in this space including: 

Microsoft, Cisco, IBM, Facebook, and Google. Also, there 

are several UC vendors such as Mitel, Unify, RingCentral, 

and BroadSoft; and some dev-oriented vendors such as 

Slack and Atlassian.  

6. Like UC, Team Chat apps also promise to enable business 

processes with communications. Instead of APIs to 

dialers, Team Chat takes more of a portal approach. 

Team Chat apps create a workstream of activity that 

includes data and conversations.  

7. Terminology: Teams are divided into conversational 

threads known as channels. Tabs can provide additional 

contextual information. The standard Tabs include 

Conversations, Files, and Wiki. Additional Tabs can be 

Microsoft or third-party apps. These integrated apps 

strengthen Teams as a portal by reducing the need to 

switch apps.  

3. What’s Changing 
1. As of now, Teams supports audio conferencing in 90 

countries (public preview).  

2. Microsoft is effectively segregating its communications 

customers into two groups: O365 customers are to use 

Teams, and premises-based customers are to use SfB.  

3. There was contradictory messaging about the long-term 

commitment to SfB. The next release, SfB Server vNext 

was sometimes referred to as SfB Server 2018 and 

sometimes SfB Server 2019. Few specific features were 

announced other than cloud-connected analytics and 

interop with Teams.  

4. CCE, a SfB premises-cloud hybrid option, is expected to 

simplify to an SBC with Teams. 

5. Microsoft intends to protect customer investments in 

SfB. Obviously, familiarity or even mastery of the SfB 

client will be of marginal value in Teams. The protected 

investments will mostly fall into two categories:  

a) Administration experience  

b) Skype certified equipment and ecosystem  

Key Pointz 

• Microsoft intends to 

transition its hosted UC 

services in SfB Online to 

Microsoft Teams. 

• Teamwork is a central 

theme of Office 365. Teams 

is a central component, but 

just a part of this larger 

vision.   

• Microsoft Teams facilitates 

collaboration in a much 

broader way than UC did.  

• Microsoft has made this 

announcement relatively 

early, likely to get partners, 

customers, and Microsoft 

itself behind this vision.  

• Most Team Chat apps, 

including Teams, overlaps 

with UC apps. The move to 

Teams makes a lot of sense, 

but not all organizations will 

want this newer style of 

collaboration. Confusion 

and resistance will create 

numerous new 

opportunities for 

consultants, partners, and 

competitors.  

• Microsoft is leveraging the 

transition to improve 

architectural elements.  

• A lot of the details around 

both Teams and how Teams 

will interact with SfB Server 

are still undefined.  
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6. UCaaS at Microsoft will move from SfB Online to Teams exclusively. An overly simple way to 

view this is a change in the client, with the same back-end services.  

7. Microsoft intends to use this opportunity to update cloud-side infrastructure to a micro-

services architecture.   

8. Many SfB Online services, such as PSTN and conferencing will remain largely unchanged.  

9. Microsoft is changing and simplifying some product names:  

a) PSTN Conferencing becomes Audio Conferencing 

b) Cloud PBX becomes Phone System 

c) PSTN Calling becomes Calling Plan 

d) PSTN Consumption becomes Communications Credits 

e) PSTN Consumption Only Offer becomes Audio Conferencing pay per minute 

10. Skype Room Systems: Lenovo now offers the first Skype Room System that does not use a 

Surface Pro computer. Polycom and Logitech also updated their Skype Room Systems.  

11. Microsoft announced Guest Access for Teams a few weeks before Ignite (just prior to Slack’s 

customer event). It gives anyone with an Azure AD the ability to join a Teams conversation as 

an invited guest.  

12. Video interop is coming to Teams in the future. Polycom, Pexip, and Blue Jeans have all 

committed to delivering a service.  

13. Microsoft intends to port the SfB ecosystem over to Teams. This is more complex than it 

sounds. Teams will use some different APIs than SfB. This will require some solutions, such as 

contact center applications, to adapt their solutions.  

4. Teams Vision 
1. Microsoft’s primary solution for teamwork is Microsoft 365. This includes Office 365, Windows 

10, and enterprise mobility and security. It has four design objectives: unlock creativity, build 

teamwork, integrate for simplicity, and intelligent security. Teams actually hits all four. Teams is 

central to facilitating teamwork, but it is by no means the only teamwork component.   

2. Teams is a “hub for teamwork.” It offers chat, calls, and meetings. It is both customizable and 

extensible. It provides access to people, content, and communications.  

a) People includes company directories, teams, presence, and external users via Guest 

Access.  

b) Content includes conversation history, files from SharePoint and OneDrive, and integrated 

apps.  

c) Communications includes asynchronous messaging-based interactions and real-time voice 

and video including PSTN services.  

3. Teams will support hard and soft phones and E911.  

4. The teams vision also includes services that are complemented by artificial intelligence and 

machine learning. For example, Teams will be able to make contextual recommendations on 

relevant content and suggested contacts.  
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5. Teams promises a “lifecycle” approach to calls and meetings. This includes the ability to start 

conversations before actual meetings or calls, and then continue the conversations with 

contextual information. Teams can also assist with tracking action items and follow-ups.  

6. Microsoft describes its next generation of interactive conversations in Teams as “Intelligent 

Communications” rather than unified communications.  

5 Dave’s Thoughts 

General  
1. These changes are not random nor a simple evolution. Microsoft is betting that enterprise 

communications are shifting from voice-centric/UC to messaging-centric services. Also, 

Microsoft is continuing to merge conferencing and UCaaS into a single solution. Thus, Teams 

competes with several types of competitors: team chat, UC/UCaaS, conferencing providers, and 

video room system makers.  

2. For some time now, Microsoft has presented SfB as a single, unified experience for 

communications with multiple deployment options. SfB is now a server-based real-time 

communications tool for server-based implementations.  

3. Neither SfB/UC nor servers appear to be particularly strategic to Microsoft.  

4. Microsoft as a company is clearly prioritizing security and mentioned compliance and audit 

trails many times with regards to Teams. Microsoft intends to leverage underlying tools such as 

Microsoft Graph, Active Directory, and policy controls (such as retention) to meet FedRAMP 

and HiTrust requirements. 

5. Microsoft’s vision to combine UC and Team Chat is not particularly unique, however its actions 

and commitment are. No other UC vendor has signaled such an aggressive migration toward 

messaging-centric communications. Combined with the overall integrated aspects of O365 

positions Teams to deliver an extremely effective and differentiated experience.  

6. I anticipated, appreciate, and agree with Microsoft’s decision to move UCaaS into Teams. It hits 

two simultaneous transitions in one move. First, hosted communications offer significantly 

more benefits in terms of price, features, context, and scale. Therefore, it makes sense for 

Microsoft to separate its hosted and premises-based approaches to communications. Second, 

there’s a shift in communications and collaboration toward messaging-centric models.  

7. Microsoft continues to stumble with name and brand recognition with its real-time portfolio. 

LCS became OCS, Lync, SfB, and soon Teams (Teams isn’t even a year old). Compare this to 

Outlook and Exchange which have had a relatively stable run for over 20 years. 

8. Microsoft’s announcement gives more credence to Team Chat. This could stimulate interest 

and adoption for competitive services integrated with UC such as Cisco Spark, RingCentral Glip, 

and BroadSoft Team-One. It also further legitimizes UCaaS over premises-based solutions.  

9. Microsoft has made this announcement relatively early, likely to get partners, customers, and 

Microsoft itself behind this vision. 
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10. In the long run, these announcements will actually clear some SfB confusion. SfB has always 

had its functionality tied to deployment model. Now, Teams is clearly different from SfB and is 

always cloud-delivered. 

11. SfB has a limited but reasonable approach to federation. Interop and federation with Teams is 

murky at this time. Microsoft did announce Guest Access, but it is limited. SfB can cross 

organizational boundaries and interoperates with consumer Skype. Teams does neither (yet?). 

12. The Skype brand remains. The Skype portfolio includes: Skype (consumer service), Skype 

Meeting Broadcast, Skype Room Systems (SRS), Skype TX, SfB Server and client, and (here’s the 

tricky part) Skype (real-time) Services within Teams. 

13. The Skype Operations Framework, which provided best practices for a successful SfB Online 

implementation, are now a part of Microsoft’s broader FastTrack program.  

14. Teams is a viable product without UC. There will be plenty of organizations that adopt Teams 

without UC services or with just conferencing services.  

15. Things are changing faster than ever before. Although Microsoft was late with Teams, it wasn’t 

too late. This commitment, pace, and scope could allow Microsoft to assume a leadership 

position in this emerging space.  

It’s All About Cloud  
16. Lori Wright declared a future of Intelligent Communications (vs. Unified Communications). She 

skipped “universal communications.” That was the future that her predecessor, Gurdeep Sing 

Pall, declared would follow UC at the (last) Lync Conference in 2014. Universal 

Communications, partially inspired by Consumer Skype, never gained much traction. I doubt 

Intelligent Communications will either, but I like the intent. UC was about multiple modalities 

(voice, video, messaging). Intelligent Communications is more about context which is possible 

because 1) digitization of everything and 2) advances in artificial intelligence and machine 

learning. Teams can leverage its (digitized) conversations and content with its bot framework, 

Microsoft Graph, Speech (Cortana), and translation services. This is not feasible with a server-

based product.  

17. Prioritizing Teams and Cloud (and Office 365) signals that SfB Server is now legacy. Though, 

Microsoft has committed to a new SfB Server release. Clearly, Teams and Intelligent 

Communications is the future that Microsoft is focused on, so the long term viability of SfB 

Server is questionable.  

18. Microsoft is building-out SfB/UC functionality in Teams. In some cases, this is simply 

repurposing what already powers SfB Online (such as global audio conferencing). In other 

cases, Microsoft is rebuilding server infrastructure to be more modern. This includes the use of 

APIs to optimize mobile and web (instead of SIP). The new infrastructure is being built to run in 

Azure (SfB Online isn’t so simple).  

19. In the emerging world of Team Chat (Workstream Messaging, Workstream Collaboration, and 

other names), most of the major solutions are cloud-delivered with a next-generation client. 

Most UC solutions are using separate apps for Team Chat. Microsoft is unique as it’s the only 

major UCaaS provider to fold its UCaaS offer into this new client and model.  
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Teams Includes the Rest of Office 365   
20. With Teams, it will no longer be necessary to access Outlook for conversation history and 

voicemail. They are both accessible in Teams. That’s a huge improvement.  

21. Office 365 has many components that are integrated, thus it’s hard to clearly state which are 

for collaboration and communications. Part of the extended collaboration offering are: 

Outlook/Exchange, Yammer, OneDrive, Sway, Forms, Planner, Graph, OneNote, Stream, Flow, 

and Delve. Teams has considerable overlap with Yammer and Outlook. Microsoft is attempting 

to clarify the overlap with “Inner Loops” and “Outer Loops” of conversation, but confusion 

persists.  

22. Yammer is now being 

positioned as a 

superior tool for 

broadcasts, and 

Teams is positioned 

for threaded 

conversations. 

However, either tool 

could be used for the 

other purpose 

(except there’s a limit 

of 999 members to a 

team). Exchange 

works well for one-

to-one, small groups, and broadcasts. I’d be worried if I was assigned to Yammer.  

23. Teams could further muddy the collaborative waters. A single customer could have SfB Server, 

Teams, Yammer, O365 Groups, Outlook, OneDrive, and OneNote. What is the best way to share 

a note? Set a meeting time? Announce there’s cake in the break room?  

24. I don’t see why Yammer and Outlook remain as separate clients. I wonder if Outlook will 

eventually be folded into Teams so all conversations are in a single client. Outlook and Teams 

already overlap on contacts and calendaring.  

25. A considerable amount of the power in Teams comes from other O365 apps. For example, 

recorded meetings will automatically be available for viewing (using Stream) and will include 

searchable transcriptions. Shared content is managed by O365 Active Directory instead of 

relying on users to manually set permissions. Microsoft Graph provides detailed visibility into 

activities and relationships. Any O365 app can be used to share data in Teams including 

OneNote and Word.  

Security and Compliance  
1. There was considerable concern expressed about how Teams will manage security and 

compliance. This struck me as odd as Microsoft presented several times that security and 

compliance are core benefits of Teams. However, the details are not yet released.  
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2. From a regulatory level, Microsoft Teams intends to meet Europe’s upcomimg GDPR (privacy) 

rules ahead of schedule. No user data is ever stored in audit logs or telemetry. Data at rest 

remains in Azure data center regions.  

3. Microsoft expects Teams to gain FedRAMP and HiTrust certifications in 2018. 

4. Security and compliance is a tricky balancing act as a key value of Teams is its ability to track 

and contextualize activities. Transcribing recorded conferences and knowing who said what is a 

powerful feature that could severely complicate compliance. Or, the deletion of conversation 

history could reduce key benefits of the application. The solution will likely involve granular 

administrative controls.  

Transitions are Tough  
5. When Microsoft launched SfB (LCS at the time), it disrupted telephony with a comprehensive 

UC offer. This time, Microsoft is disrupting itself with Teams. As with UC, not all (hosted) 

customers will want to make the move so quickly.  

6. This will likely slow adoption of SfB Server and SfB Online as neither appear to have a long-term 

future. As a new destination, Teams is unproven and requires education to understand its 

newer model of interaction.  

7. The transition creates multiple windows for competitors. Vendors with a long-term plan for 

premises-based solutions will attempt to outdo Microsoft with commitment and roadmap. 

UCaaS providers that are not embracing Team Chat will double-down on pure UC offerings as 

tired and proven solutions. Both cloud and premises-based contact centers will promote past 

and future stability. A few providers will play-up UCaaS + Team Chat today. However, Microsoft 

has increased customer confidence with its recent pace of innovation and delivery, so many 

customers and prospects will wait for Teams.  

8. Microsoft intends to make this seamless, but transitions always have their bumps. It may take 

years until Teams has all the current functionality (and trust) of SfB.  

9. The migration options are not as clear as the vision. Microsoft has yet to announce clear details 

on timing, but comms features will be regularly added to Teams. Customers with fewer 

requirements will be able to move sooner. It’s also more than just moving users over, Teams 

offers a different approach to communications and collaboration that will require training.  

10. The vaguest part of the migration is hybrid deployments. Teams is a pure cloud model. As with 

SfB, there is a goal to create a hybrid option with premises-based PSTN services. It is not clear if 

a new hybrid model will be positioned as a long term solution or designed primarily as a 

migration (to cloud) tool.  

11. The transition will never be as clean or smooth as a greenfield opportunity. Luckily for 

Microsoft, the potential opportunity for Teams is likely far greater than the current SfB 

customer base.  

12. Microsoft previewed seamless migration from SfB to Teams at Ignite with unreleased tools.   


